Introduction

Stürgkh therefore tasked the Minister of the Interior Karl
Heinold von Udyński with launching a governmentally coordinated welfare campaign for Cisleithania. 2 This campaign had to succeed; otherwise, public trust in the monarchy would be forfeit, according to Heinold. 3 By early 1915, interior ministry officials had prepared a programme for re-integration, composed of medical therapy, occupational counselling, professional training and employment services to »direct [disabled soldiers] back to gainful activity as useful members of society«. 4 For this purpose, the government welfare campaign needed sickness and accident insurance carriers and their sanatoria, provincial administrations and associations within the civil society to cooperate. 5 Welfare for disabled soldiers was consequently not a project monolithically implemented by state administration throughout Cisleithania, but its regional realization relied on government and non-government actors and could be considered an »assemblage«, 6 a »sum consisting of heterogeneous parts with features resulting from the interaction of those parts«. 7 This introduces a different perspective on the Habsburg Monarchy during wartime as well, Ke-chin Hsia argued. 8 Characterizing the Cisleithanian half of the Habsburg Empire during the first two years of the war, a »military-bureaucratic dictatorship« 9 is not only disregarding the systematic integration of civil society actors into the expansion of social welfare by government institutions but also their room to manoeuvre. 10 This, however, should in no way serve to negate the army's brutal actions against the population in the theaters of war on the eastern front and at the However, »[t]he particular appreciation of socially and emotionally distant relationships« 13 was a crucial quality of modern administrations, according to Peter Becker and Rüdiger von Krosigk.
Everyday administration established this distance in specific methods of registering, decision making and communicating via written correspondence. 14 As the monarchy's reach expanded with social welfare, infrastructure and public health institutions since the 1880s, federal, provincial and autonomous municipal administrative bodies became the main interfaces between citizens and state. 15 As recent historiography has challenged the narrative of the anachronistic and moribund Habsburg monarchy, the notion of ›loyalty‹ has gained attention for analyzing the relation between the monarchy and its citizens. 16 Laurence Cole and Daniel Unowsky showed how the Habsburg family and political elites strove to instill patriotism and loyalty in imperial subjects through Habsburg patronage of local veterans' organizations and public festivities in the second half of the 19th century. 17 It was a particular kind of loyalty revolving around the Habsburg dynasty and, notably, the army. Maureen Healy deftly pointed out the significance of projecting the image of an approachable emperor until the end of the First World War as well as its pitfalls, because access to the emperor was in fact regulated through a highly bureaucratized procedure. Following Jakob Tanner, this contribution will regard trust as an »empty signifier«, a discursive element that interconnects social phenomena, and allows to respond to a problem while ensuring its plausibility at the same time. 20 Therefore, trust's specific historical function in the re-integration efforts will be examined.
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Between 1900 and 1914, trust gained currency in the political, bureaucratic and academic circles of state reformers around Ernest von Koerber and Josef Redlich. 22 Koerber, as John Deak put it, »used administrative reform in place of constitutional or political reform«, 23 and trust (or the lack thereof) served to describe the problem, i.e. the monarchy's (perceived or real) lack of legitimacy among the populace, and the way to its solution. The monarchy's administration, Koerber remarked in his »Studien über eine Verwaltungsreform«, had the flaw that those »institutions of social welfare, the benefits of which are felt immediately by the population and which the populace therefore treasures«, 24 were not federal administrative bodies, but institutions of autonomous municipalities. Thus, the citizens, according to Koerber, considered the state either an institution hostile to them or a »source of money to ruthlessly tap into«. 25 Federal officials, in turn, would consider public welfare a task abstracted from individual interests. Koerber's solution to this faulty relation between administration and citizens was establishing a federal administration at the level of local court circuits and to shift responsibilities from autonomous to federal bureaucracy to bring the monarchy closer to its citizens. 26 Although these plans never led to an actual administrative reform, examining trust reveals that political elites searched for ways of generating emotional connections with the monarchy's citizens, not only through the dynasty but also through new bureaucratic practices and behavior.
As the first section shows, the socially ambivalent 
Expertise and Trust
Re-integrative measures aimed at restoring the disabled soldiers' capability to work utilizing medical therapy, job training at public schools and employment services, so that they would be integrated into society again. 29 48 Pokorny, however, explained that the point
was not only to demonstrate professional conduct and expertise in a specific disabled veteran's trade. Disabled soldiers needed to get »a sense of well-meaning, of being in the hands of a benevolent counselor«. [»ausarten«] into the so-called pension psychosis«. 40 For Anthony Giddens, the doctor-patient relationship is one of the paradigmatic situations where personal interaction is able to refresh or undermine trust in abstract expert systems. 41 The positioning as experts claimed by medical and occupational professionals of the Landeskommissionen proved to be extremely fragile after only a few months into the re-integrative actions.
While these conflicts initially resulted in medical Not only did they need accurate knowledge about the legal framework, regulations and local economic circumstances but they also had to be able to empathize and perform »emotional labor« to control the counseling situation according to contemporary ideas of re-integration. 79 Apart from organizing the interaction with disabled veterans differently, internal processes were supposed to change too. Kirschner's information from the questionnaire left some room for interpretation and manoeuvre for the board. As Kirschner stated in the questionnaire, he was a skilled gilder, but before the war he had worked as a senior construction worker and substitute guard at the railroad maintenance section in Böhmisch-Leipa/Česká
Lípa. In the questionnaire, he did not consider himself able to carry out his former job anymore, without clarifying whether he referred to his trade as a gilder or to his job at the railroad maintenance section. Besides, Kirschner stated not to be able to decide the kind of new trade he should pick up. 85 The medical expert opinion of the district physician was vague in that regard as well;
he attested to Kirschner that he was 50% incapacitated for work with a prospect of recovery, but his remaining earning capacity was supposed to be limited to sedentary work. 86 This ambiguity could have initiated an occupational counseling, as it had been stated as the was a Czech quality. 107 Eger, however, did probably not intend to put Czech-speaking disabled veterans in a worse position than German-speaking ones; he rather sought to achieve national segregation in welfare. His idea of trust was, however, based on concepts of national communities and he implemented it to re-organize disabled veteran welfare based on nationality.
